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Abstract
This paper attempts through a review of the associated literature to describe and critically evaluate the audit market in China by exploring the main factors that affect auditor independence. The study identifies that non-audit service and low-balling/price-cutting are not parameters affecting auditor independence. Regulation can effectively help to maintain audit independence, but the enforcement of those regulations is very poor. Audit firm reputation is established and maintained by fulfilling the obligations of guanxi (personal relationship), rather than by reporting modified opinions fairly and trustfully. Due to government protection, competition in the Chinese audit market is limited and the possibility that Chinese audit firms lower their fees to retain clients is much diminished. Thus, competition and audit firm size appear to be positive aspects for audit independence. However, other national cultural and political-regulatory factors seem to have a moderating effect.
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1. Introduction
Many foreign investors have entered the Chinese financial markets after the implementation of the country’s open market policy some thirty years ago. As a result, the Chinese accountancy system expanded at a remarkable rate. The national government actively encourages foreign investors to participate in the domestic capital market and, as a result, the credibility of the auditing system has become of fundamental importance (Yang et al. 2003). In order to improve auditors’ independence and to minimize the gap between the Chinese audit standards and the international audit standards, China is trying to keep in line with the International Accounting Standards. Under the guidelines of the latter, monitoring of auditors can effectively affect the behaviour of management; managers are less likely to manipulate earnings as meetings of audit committees are held more frequently (Xie et al. 2003).
Successful implementation of the International Financial Reporting Standards in China, depends heavily on auditor independence. However, the environment in which auditing functions is still very different than that of western countries. Auditors in the country are perceived as non-independent to a large extent due to the relation between the state and the auditor associations (Yang et al. 2001). Additionally, the culture could be considered as an obstacle. Tsui (1996) has argued that the lower the level of ethical reasoning, the higher the likelihood that auditors would accede to clients’ requests.

There are six widely discussed factors in academic literature affecting auditor independence (i.e. non-audit services, regulation, audit reputation, competition, low-balling, and size of audit firms). Non-audit service, competition and low-balling are regarded as the negative factors that could impair auditor independence (DeFond et al. 2002, Ashbaugh et al. 2003, Shockley 1981). Craswell (1999) argues that non-audit service does not impair auditor independence. De Angelo (1981a) claims that low-balling also does not impair auditor independence. Lee and Gu (1998) even suggest that low-balling could reduce the transaction costs associated with the audit engagement relative to the flat-fee structure and it could actually improve auditor independence. Regulations, reputation and audit firm size are, on the other hand, regarded as parameters that could improve auditor independence (Magee and Tseng 1990, Arrunada 2000, Wilson and Grimlund 1990, DeAngelo 1981b, DeFond et al. 2000).

The above elements have been examined widely in developed countries. However, in China research has focused mostly on the unique political, cultural and economic environment neglecting the previously mentioned factors affecting auditor independence. This paper attempts through a review of the associated literature to explore the significance of the latter if placed in the Chinese environment. As a result, we argue here that non-audit service is not a factor that could affect auditor independence since Chinese CPA firms are still at the stage of changing their focus from taxation audit services to financial statement audit. China has been trying to harmonize its audit standards with the international standards and to regulate the behaviour of auditors. However, there are problems enforcing those regulations; due to Chinese culture considerations reputation issues are conceptualised differently. Audit firm size also seems to be a positive factor for audit independence.

The paper will develop as follows: The next section provides a brief historical overview of the auditing system in China with a focus on the audit changes undertaken and the influence of the Chinese political-regulatory institutions on auditing. This is then followed by a comparison of the factors identified by the academic literature affecting audit independence with the Chinese reality. The paper concludes with a summary of our findings and our thoughts for future research in the area.

2. Brief historical analysis of the auditing system in China

In light of the global economy, China has performed a series of financial reforms. The latter are different from those undertaken in Eastern Europe that mainly copied and applied western-style market systems. The work undertaken in the country is more experimental and it has aimed at improving performance rather than thoroughly changing the financial system. China’s reform path is more akin to grow out of the reform plan (Naughton 1994).

The Chinese Certified Public Accounting (CPA) profession was established in 1918. Four Chinese CPA firms were founded in the 1920s and until 1947 there were 3,356 registered practices in the country (Gensler and Yang 1996). However after the revolution of 1949, the role of auditing in the national economy significantly changed. The socialist government established a single “publicly owned” economy, centralized business management, and controlled all economic resources. By 1956, the audit practice had been replaced by a system of specialist supervision and internal accounting control (Xiao et al. 2000). After the economy was nationalized in 1962, the audit function performed by public accountants was annulled (Gensler and Yang 1996).

In 1970 China followed the Soviet model. However, the implementation of this crude system failed to reflect and capture the complex nature of modern transactions and the contemporary business concept of the accounting system. A group of badly trained professionals performed the detailed recording of transactions. These professionals were the first accountants in the country with no related education and/or appropriate training (Graham 1996).

Till the early 1990s, the audit practice was still directed and regulated by the State. There are two organizations reporting separately to the Council of the State. One is the Ministry of Finance and the other one is the State Audit Administration (Winkle et al. 1994). The auditing system in China has, in very few occasions, served the purposes of financial position reporting. The system was employed instead to collect data that were used to monitor compliance with State aims and for tax purposes (Lau and Yang 1990).
2.1 Audit market reforms

The numerous regulations introduced by the government with regards to the Chinese financial system require the involvement of independent auditors in order to implement the associated economic measures (Tang et al. 1992). As a result, the aim of the audit market reform is to develop an audit profession that will help the market work efficiently (Xiao et al. 2000). Due to a series of economic modifications in the early 1980s, foreign investment grew rapidly in China. Economic changes also stimulated the growth of the CPA profession (DeFond et al. 2000). Globalization of economic activities accelerated conformity to international accounting practice principles (Tang 2000).

The first stage in audit reforms started in the 1980s. Following economic advancement, foreign investors entered the Chinese market mostly in the form of joint ventures. The foreign enterprises had a different capital structure from the domestic (state-owned) ones. Thus, the 1985 Regulation was established with the purpose to harmonize the Chinese reality with the international practice by formulating financial reporting (Chow et al. 1995).

The second phase began in the early 1990s. After the establishment of the Shanghai Stock Exchanges (SSE) and Shenzhen Stock Exchanges (SZSE), China completely changed its accounting system. There have been two main types of shares in the national capital market since then; an A-share and a B-share. A-shares were only allowed to be issued to domestic investors. In 1992, some listed companies were also authorized to issue B-shares to foreign investors (Chui 1998, Chen et al. 2001). In response to these changes in the stock market, the national government issued the Accounting Regulation for Experimental Listed Companies in 1992 (Chen et al. 2002). To improve auditor independence, the Chinese government adopted three sets of auditing standards in 1995, 1997 and 1999 respectively. These standards were patterned after the International Auditing Standards (IAS).

The most significant change in the third stage is that fund-orientated accounting practices are annulled and industry-based accounting regulations are established as a conceptual framework. The issuing of the first accounting standard: “Accounting Standard for Enterprises” altered the traditional function of accounting from gathering data for State decisions to focusing on the needs of external users of financial information (Yang 1994).

2.2 Complications in auditing environment

The successful implementation of the financial reforms introduced in the country since the 1980s (a more market-driven economy, aligning of national accounting rules with international practices, improvement of auditing standards) depends on the principle of Guo Qing. The latter notion implies that any change will be implemented only in conjunction with the Chinese needs (Graham and Li 1997) and any inherent limitations of the cultural and political system these carry.

Chinese have a strong sense of group belonging. Conflict resolution in this context requires self-sacrifice for the interest of the whole group. To maintain harmony people are asked to behave in a manner appropriate to their position. This feature could explain to a certain extent the tendency of a more secretarial way of information disclosure (Hofstede 1991). What connects people in a group is the notion of guanxi. In the Chinese language this signifies the existence of a personal relationship. It refers to the network(s) of existing informal relationships and favours’ exchange that dominate all businesses and social activities throughout the country (Lovett et al. 1999).

The conduct of business is based on trust. So, business people will first build personal relationships with potential customers. Trust can also be established through the formation of groups. Thus, business will normally follow the formation of a group (Hwang and Staley 2005). As soon as trust is established, bad debt expense(s) and related allowances will be lowered. This is because guanxi creates obligations to conduct business within the formed group and obligations to pay back associated debts. Group members will try to meet their guanxi responsibilities. If they fail then a loss of prestige and trust will follow. In this context the establishment, development and maintenance of the guanxi code are a fundamental priority of many business people in the country (Hwang and Baker 2000). In line with this, Yeung and Tung (1996) argue that guanxi is the most critical factor driving business success in China (see also Hwang and Staley 2005). Most business and credit arrangements undertaken are related to the guanxi code than to a company’s financial position (Graham 1996). For this reason local and state-owned enterprises hire smaller local auditors than non-state firms (Wang et al. 2008).

Guanxi could be a major impediment for auditor independence. This is complemented however by auditor unethical behaviour and a misunderstanding of their role by auditees. In relation to the former, audit unethical
behaviour can result from a focus on the profit and loss account rather than on audit quality (Xiao et al. 2000). On the other hand, auditees sometimes do not understand audit work. The cost from receiving a modified report is high, while the benefit from receiving a modified report is low. Heading to this direction managers would prefer smaller, less independent auditors, and avoid larger, more independent ones (DeFond et al. 2000) since the former could accept to put together slightly modified reports to attract more clients. Auditees also expect auditors to help them conceal frauds (illegal spending, tax evasion) or cover weaknesses of their businesses (Yang 1995).

In general, the rapid increase of the auditing firms was accompanied by audit quality problems underlined by a lack of an indication of the auditing standards used, vague descriptions of the scope of the audit, and misleading audit opinions. In order to tackle this, the Chinese government adopted a new set of auditing standards in 1995. The new standards introduced detailed auditing procedures and penalties for violating auditing standards (DeFond et al. 2000).

2.2.1 Political-regulatory limitations

The traditional class system emphasised obedience to the superior and the ruler. Confucianism strengthened these views by incorporating them within the family arrangements (Cheng 1980) making these class relationships the bases of the Chinese society (Hofstede 1991). As a result, the latter became bureaucratic with a highly structured centralised administrative system (Berry 1988) and large societal power-distance (Hofstede 1984). Power distance refers to the extent to which the members of a society accept unequal distribution of power in their institutions and organizations. These societal settings prefer to place emphasis on government involvement, rather than reliance on independent professionalism (Chow et al. 1995).

Before the 1980 reforms the government centrally planned and managed the national economy. A significant development then was to separate the ownership from the management of enterprises. In this context, even though the state maintained ownership of most enterprises, people were given more and more autonomy to make business decisions. After this development, the dominant form of enterprising changed to business contracting. This materialised to stimulate contractors (managers and employees of the associated companies) to improve the efficiency of the state-owned companies (Chen et al. 1997). The subsequent 1995 economic reform focused on the state-owned enterprises themselves. All small state-owned companies making losses, with high liabilities, using obsolete technology were closed down. Medium and large business contracting enterprises started to issue share capital (Yang 1995) with the state maintaining most of the ownership of the issued stock (Xu and Wang 1999).

2.2.2 Contemporary Chinese context for the audit firms

There are three types of shares that a listed company can issue: shares that can be owned only by the state directly; shares that can be owned by state institutions; and shares issued to individual investors. Stock held by the state cannot be traded. There is limited trading allowed for stock held by state-institutional investors in designated markets. Only shares held by individual investors can be traded freely in the stock exchange (DeFond et al. 2000).

State-owned enterprises enjoy some special treatment in the capital market; the government for example allows local and centrally owned state enterprises to report three years of pre-IPO estimated earnings (Wang et al. 2008). However this condition incentivises governmental entities to manage their earnings and, as a result, they do not require independent auditors (DeFond et al. 2000).

In the US, IPO firms tend to hire larger auditors signalling thus the capital markets about their value and transparency (Beatty 1989). In contrast, in China since most of these firms are controlled by governmental entities when listed, the investors are certain for their success and future business as these are guaranteed by the state (DeFond et al. 2000). The Chinese government will provide bailout in order to avoid civil unrest that could be caused by worker layoffs (Wang et al. 2008). As a result, the investors seldom pay attention to the qualification and degree of independence of the chosen auditors (DeFond et al. 2000). In addition, the traditional relationship between the state and the Chinese auditor associations has remained a major problem (Xiao et al. 2000) still resulting to a lack of auditor independence (Yang et al. 2001). It is indicative that 75% of the audit clients are government affiliated firms. The overwhelming controlling power of the state in both clients and their auditors gives little incentive for the companies to acquire independent auditors and for the auditors to behave independently (Yang et al. 2003).

In order to accelerate auditor independence a disaffiliation program was carried out at the end of 1996. During 1997, the auditor firms were gradually separated from government and by the end of 1998 nearly all audit firms...
had become independent. Nowadays CPAs have more autonomy. They can form their own business strategies and policies while at the same time they bear all the business risks of their new position(s) (Yang et al. 2001).

However, indirect state control remains since the state is still the dominant shareholder in most listed and unlisted companies. Local governments have the statutory power to ask state-owned enterprises not to employ auditors (Wang et al. 2008). The local government can also exercise its influence on audit firms through its finance and audit bureaus since licensing of audit firms has to go through the local CPA institutes. The administration of professional accreditation exams takes place in these, while day-to-day operations of audit firms are also regulated by the local CPA institutes (Tang 1999). In addition, many of the local audit firms’ partners are ex-bureaucrats of the local governments. The people working for the governmental entities and the auditors working for the disaffiliated CPA firms have remained the same. As a result, the sponsoring agencies and auditors maintain close relationships in pursuing their own interests (Gul et al. 2009).

All the above factors could well render the disaffiliation program ineffective in improving auditor independence, or could even reduce auditor independence in practice.

3. Factors affecting audit independence – a comparison with the Chinese reality

3.1 Non-audit services

A business in order to succeed in the competitive environment of the capital markets is often offered financial consultation (non-audit services) by audit firms. Non-audit services could save costs and add value for the clients (William and Kinney 2005); at the same time a conflict of interest often arises between maintaining high quality audits and preserving the consulting contracts. In order to regulate the auditors’ behaviour, there is a series of regulations and standards, which in most cases, can be effective. Failure to comply with those would result to litigation and reputation loss. The bigger the audit firm is, the more attention it draws from government and regulators resulting in increased risks in case of non-compliance than smaller companies. This could be circumvented through the practice of low bailing. Namely audit firms in their effort to satisfy clients’ requirements and avoid interference in their practice (and as a result report less modified opinions), reduce their audit price. However, larger audit firms, only earn client-specific quasi-rents through non-audit service provision and have a disincentive to give up their independence in order to retain specific clients.

After the implementation of the 1980 open financial policy, the Big 4 audit practices entered the Chinese capital markets. In 1993, with the deepening of the economic reforms, foreign companies were allowed to form joint ventures with the Chinese state-owned companies. Although nowadays the state-owned enterprises are still the dominant forms of the Chinese economy, the economic changes allow for more enterprise types to co-exist with state-owned ones, (e.g. collective enterprises, private enterprises, foreign investment ventures). China has been oriented towards a private ownership model. In this context the separate role of ownership and management required independent audits and as a result the traditional function of auditing for assessing tax compliance has gradually changed towards qualified opinion provision on financial statements. However, given this recent change in the mentality of the system Chinese CPA firms do not provide substantial non-audit services (Yang et al. 2001) yet. Therefore, there are fewer incentives to give up their independence comparing with the practices in the US, Europe, and elsewhere.

3.2 Regulations

Statutory penalties for non-compliance with audit standards can be severe in China. Auditors could have their practice licences revoked or even face imprisonment (DeFond 2000). Since changes in firm structure and legal form, auditors have significantly increased their audit risk levels. The number of litigation cases and administrative sanctions against practices increased significantly between 1994 and 1998 (DeFond 2000).

Academic research indicates that auditor firms in countries with strong incentives to protect investors and high quality judicial systems are more likely to report bad news about qualified reports than those with weaker protections and judicial systems in place (Bushman and Piotroski 2006). Allen et al. (2005) have tested the degree of investor protection in China. They argue that levels of law enforcement are below all average measures of other sample countries due to the rule of law and corruption. Many new laws are not enforced effectively because of the intrinsic conflict of interest between fair practice of law and the monopolising power of the one and only ruling political party. Due to the still close links between the government and the audit practices and the adherence to the guanxi code of conduct especially in cases in which government officials or their affiliates are involved, law enforcement can be problematic. According to this reasoning, the country is regarded as one of the worst in investor protection (Brockman and Chung 2003).
Comparing to countries with lower state involvement in the national economy, in countries with high state attachment, firms speed up recognition of good news and delay recognition of bad news in reported earnings (in contrast to the conservatism principle in revenue realisation). Managers thus appear to adjust their financial position in response to the nature of the State’s involvement (Bushman and Piotroski 2006). Force of politics seems to be over and above regulatory powers making the former a stumbling stone in the way of auditor independence.

3.3 Reputation

Investment decisions of financiers depend heavily on qualified audit opinions. Thus, quality of auditors is important but the investors don’t know how to judge that and they consider auditor’s reputation and brand name as an indicator of that quality. High quality of the audit is presumed as an assurance that the financial reports are made independently. When investors have trust in auditors, they also trust the companies whose financial statements were/are checked. DeFond et al. (2000) argue that the new Chinese auditing standards have improved auditors’ independence since the 1995 disaffiliation programme from the government. However this does not convey the complete story. Auditor reputation in the country also depends on their guanxi relationships as discussed previously, and as a result, the former as derived from the guanxi code of conduct (with its affiliated drawbacks) is much more important and predominant than being reputed as a good audit practice.

3.4 Competition

The disaffiliation program of the audit practices was an important step to break market protectionism in audit and accounting. By the end of 1997, foreign accounting firms had acquired nearly 10 percent of the Chinese auditing market with this participation to be growing (Yang et al. 2003). Many foreign audit firms also entered the country in the form of joint venture and associate formations with local CPAs. These firms audit the financial statements of Chinese companies issuing stock to foreign investors (“B” shares).

In the light of even this limited market auditors compete and in theory they could use unethical measures to retain or increase their client base (i.e. accepting client intervention to report modified opinions). However before audit practices can audit foreign owned, joint venture companies or Chinese stock companies listed on the exchange, they have to be approved and authorised by the State (Graham 1996). Furthermore, these overseas firms are not allowed to audit most of the unlisted companies and state-owned enterprises. All these restrictions are in place to protect and develop the local audit practices since otherwise Chinese CPAs might not be able to survive the competition with the large multinational audit firms. In this context, competition cannot become a main reason for Chinese auditors to abandon or reduce independence to retain clients.

3.5 Low-balling and price-cutting

In the light of the relatively reduced competition among audit practices in the country, low bailing is not a factor that can affect audit independence. Retaining clients by lowering audit price is not prevalent in the national audit market. Additionally, Wang et al. (2009) report that the Big 4 earn an audit premium in the country. They can charge a higher audit fee than the local practices because of their name and reputation. This lack of brand name and reputation prevents Chinese CPAs from gaining an additional market share by applying low-balling practices.

3.6 Audit firms size

Lia et al. (2004) have examined the association between audit firm size and audit quality in China. They report that the big audit firms can better resist client pressure than smaller practices and they are less likely to issue modified opinions. So practice size seems to matter in maintaining audit independence in the national capital markets

4. Conclusion

Few Chinese CPA firms offer non-audit services. This however, does not appear to be a cause that affects auditors’ independence, and the audit firm size is indeed a positive factor that helps audit practices to maintain independence. The Chinese special political and cultural environment could be of concern to investors. Nonetheless, this does not necessarily carry negative effects. Due to state protectionism, the competition in the Chinese audit market is limited, and low bailing opportunities are much reduced. In an attempt to enhance its capital market, China has been trying to keep its audit standards in line with the international ones and regulate auditor behaviour. However there are issues with regulation enforcement due to aspects of political power. In the past 30 years, the Chinese government has showed its determination to change its investing environment step by step. Culture can be regarded as another obstacle in the way of improving audit independence. The reputation aspects are defined and dealt with through the guanxi (personal relationship) code of conduct, rather than by
reporting modified opinions fairly and trustfully. To avoid guanxi from undermining auditor independence and audit quality, Hwang and Staley (2005) suggest ensuring the public interest with high levels of ethical principles and practices in the audit firms. In this context, China has issued the General Standard on Quality Control to ensure that all audits are conducted in accordance with relevant laws and regulations.

There are limitations in our work. Due to length considerations only some factors affecting audit independence deemed as important for the Chinese context are discussed here and no actual fieldwork was undertaken. The academic literature has mostly emphasised the negative impact of political and cultural influences in the country and factors that affect audit independence only in the developed segment of the audit market. Future research could expand in the developing segment of the market as well. Under the national political and cultural conditions the influence of some of the factors on audit independence discussed by the international academic literature is limited. It is not possible to remove the political and cultural effects but by observing the efforts the Chinese government has made, the political power could be used to strengthen audit independence more effectively. Further research (quantitative or qualitative) could examine how the strengthening and enforcement of audit regulations as well as a weakening of the cultural influences can be made possible.
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